## Community Governance Review
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<tr>
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<tr>
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<tr>
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<tr>
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<td>50-52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Community Governance Review of Acton Bridge parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Acton Bridge.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Acton Bridge be redrawn to the north at Pickering’s Cut to transfer the land between the Dutton Viaduct and The Bungalow from Dutton parish to Acton Bridge parish;

2) the boundary of the existing parish of Acton Bridge be redrawn to the east, south of Acton Swing Bridge to transfer the island of the Weaver Navigation Canal from Little Leigh parish to Acton Bridge parish;

3) the boundary of the existing parish of Acton Bridge be redrawn to the south-east at the A49 / Sandy Lane to transfer the property of Kinsale from Acton Bridge parish to Weaverham parish;

4) the boundary of the existing parish of Acton Bridge be redrawn to the south at Grange Brook to transfer the property of Grange Brook Farm from Weaverham parish to Acton Bridge parish;

5) the boundary of the existing parish of Acton Bridge be redrawn to the west at Acton Mill to transfer the property of The Grange from Acton Bridge parish to Crowton parish;

6) the parish of Acton Bridge should not be abolished;

7) the name of the parish of Acton Bridge should not be altered;

8) the parish should continue to have a parish council;

9) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council; and

10) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015.
Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and accessibility to properties and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at: http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Agden parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Agden.

The decision is that:

1) the parish of Agden should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
2) the name of the parish should not be altered;
3) the parish should not have a parish council;
4) no new parish should be constituted through the aggregation of part of Agden parish with another or amalgamation of the whole of Agden parish with another; and
5) no grouping provision be made in relation to Agden parish.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision as it believes that the current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parishes of Aldersey, Barton, Carden, Clutton, Coddington and Stretton.

The decision is that:

1) the parish of Aldersey should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
2) the name of the parish of Aldersey should not be altered;
3) the parish of Barton should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
4) the name of the parish of Barton should not be altered;
5) the boundary of the existing parish of Carden be redrawn along Barton Road, Broxton Road and Carden Lane to transfer the properties of The Forge (Carden Smithy), Huntsman's House, Carden Smithy, The Lodge, Carden Ridge and Rose Cottage from Clutton to Carden parish;
6) the name of the parish of Carden should not be altered;
7) the boundary of the existing parish of Clutton be redrawn along Barton Road, Broxton Road and Carden Lane to transfer the properties of The Forge (Carden Smithy), Huntsman's House, Carden Smithy, The Lodge, Carden Ridge and Rose Cottage from Clutton to Carden parish;
8) the name of the parish of Clutton should not be altered;
9) the parish of Coddington should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
10) the name of the parish of Coddington should not be altered;
11) the parish of Stretton should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
12) the name of the parish of Stretton should not be altered;
13) the parishes of Aldersey, Barton, Carden, Clutton, Coddington and Stretton should continue to be grouped under a common parish council – Coddington and District;
14) the parish council for the parishes of Aldersey, Barton, Carden, Clutton, Coddington and Stretton consist of seven members;
15) one councillor be elected for each of the parishes of Aldersey, Barton, Carden, Coddington and Stretton;
16) two councillors be elected for the parish of Clutton;
17) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in May 2015; and

18) the community governance arrangements for Aldersey, Barton, Carden, Clutton, Coddington and Stretton parishes be reviewed in advance of the local elections scheduled to take place in 2019.

**Reasons for the decision**

The Council has made this decision in order to provide more effective governance arrangements which are reflective of and more proportionate to the size of the local electorate. The decision also determines more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The decision acknowledges that the nature of Stretton parish may change as a result of proposed development based on approved outline planning permission and will therefore enable re-consideration of the community governance arrangements at a future date in the light of this development.

**Next steps**

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at: [http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance](http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance)

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong  
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development  
Cheshire West and Chester Council  
HQ Building  
58 Nicholas Street  
Chester  
CH1 2NP
Cheshire West & Chester Council

Community Governance Review of Aldford, Buerton, Churton Heath, Lea Newbold and Saighton parishes

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parishes of Aldford, Buerton, Churton Heath, Lea Newbold and Saighton.

The decision is that:

1) the grouping of the existing parishes of Aldford, Buerton, Churton Heath, Lea Newbold and Saighton under the single common council of Aldford, Saighton and District be dissolved;

2) the boundary of the existing parish of Saighton be redrawn along the A41 Whitchurch Road to transfer West View House from Saighton parish to Hatton parish;

3) the parishes of Aldford, Buerton, Churton Heath, Lea Newbold and Saighton be amalgamated to constitute a new single parish comprising the area of those parishes;

4) the new parish shall be known as Aldford and Saighton;

5) in consequence of paragraph (iii) above, the existing parishes of Aldford, Buerton, Churton Heath, Lea Newbold and Saighton shall cease to exist;

6) a new local council for the area be created;

7) the local council for the area adopt the style of “parish”; 

8) the parish council for the parish of Aldford and Saighton consist of eight members; and

9) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order 2013 be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in May 2015.
Reasons for the decision
The Council has made this decision in order to provide more effective and streamlined governance arrangements which are reflective of and more proportionate to the size of the local electorate. The decision also determines more appropriate parish boundaries which are closely tied to visible and firm ground detail.

Next steps
The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:  
[http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance](http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance)

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Allostock parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Allostock.

The decision is that:

1) the parish of Allostock should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
2) the name of the parish of Allostock should not be altered;
3) the parish should continue to have a parish council;
4) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council; and
5) the community governance arrangements for Allostock parish be revisited under a new community governance review in advance of the local elections scheduled to take place in 2019.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision as it believes that a more thorough consideration of the options relating to the future community governance of Allostock parish is needed, particularly due to its proximity to and possible affiliation with parishes in Cheshire East borough.

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Alvanley parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Alvanley.

The decision is that:

1) the parish of Alvanley should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
2) the name of the parish of Alvanley should not be altered;
3) the parish should continue to have a parish council; and
4) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision as it believes that the current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Anderton with Marbury parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Anderton with Marbury.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Anderton with Marbury be redrawn to the west at Hough Lane so as to ensure that the entirety of the properties of 7 Larch Tree Close, 8 Larch Tree Close, 10 Larch Tree Close and 7 – 19 Oak Tree Close are within Anderton with Marbury parish;

2) the parish of Anderton with Marbury should not be abolished;

3) the name of the parish of Anderton with Marbury should not be altered;

4) the parish should continue to have a parish council;

5) the parish council for Anderton with Marbury consist of seven councillors; and

6) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to address a specific boundary anomaly caused by the legislation covering local elections and local taxation and to provide more effective governance arrangements which are proportionate to the size of the local electorate.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1st April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:
Cheshire West & Chester Council

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:
http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Antrobus parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Antrobus.

The decision is that:

1) the parish of Antrobus should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
2) the name of the parish of Antrobus should not be altered;
3) the parish should continue to have a parish council; and
4) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision as it believes that the current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Ashton Hayes and Horton-cum-Peel parishes

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parishes of Aston Hayes and Horton-cum-Peel.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Ashton Hayes be redrawn to the north at Ashton Brook Bridge to transfer the property of Brookside Cottage from Ashton Hayes parish to Mouldsworth parish;
2) the boundary of the existing parish of Ashton Hayes be redrawn to the east at Longley Lane to transfer the properties of Longley Cottage, 1 Ivy Cottage and 2 Ivy Cottage from Kelsall parish to Ashton Hayes parish;
3) the boundary of the existing parish of Horton-cum-Peel be redrawn to the north to follow the line of the railway and Gongar Lane to transfer the properties of Mill House and Brook House from Mouldsworth parish to Horton-cum-Peel parish;
4) the existing Ashton Hayes Parish Council shall be wound up and dissolved;
5) the existing parishes of Ashton Hayes and Horton-cum-Peel be amalgamated to constitute a new parish comprising the area of these parishes;
6) the new parish shall be known as Ashton Hayes and Horton-cum-Peel;
7) in consequence of recommendation (5), the existing parishes of Ashton Hayes and Horton-cum-Peel shall cease to exist;
8) there shall be a parish council for the new parish of Ashton Hayes and Horton-cum-Peel;
9) the local council for the new parish shall adopt the style of “parish”;
10) the new parish shall not be warded;
11) the number of councillors to be elected for the parish council shall be eleven; and
12) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in 2015.
Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and accessibility to properties and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The amalgamation of Horton-cum-Peel parish with Ashton Hayes parish and creation of a new local governance mechanism for this area will provide enhanced opportunities for community engagement, involvement and empowerment and improve community cohesion. The electoral arrangements for the new Parish Council are comparable with similar governance arrangements across the borough, will deliver better local democracy and will enable its future viability, sustainability and ability to deliver the aspirations of its parishioners.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Aston parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Aston.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Aston be redrawn to the north-east at the railway line to transfer the properties of 2, 3 and 4 Tunnel End from Aston parish to Dutton parish;
2) the parish of Aston should not be abolished;
3) the name of the parish should not be altered;
4) the parish should not have a parish council;
5) no new parish should be constituted through the aggregation of part of Aston parish with another or amalgamation of the whole of Aston parish with another;
6) no grouping provision be made in relation to Aston parish; and
7) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and accessibility to properties and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will
be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Bache, Moston and Upton-by-Chester parishes

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parishes of Bache, Moston and Upton-by-Chester.

The decision is that:

1) the parish of Bache should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
2) the name of the parish of Bache should not be altered;
3) the parish of Moston should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
4) the name of the parish of Moston should not be altered;
5) the parish of Upton-by-Chester should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
6) the name of the parish of Upton-by-Chester should not be altered;
7) the parishes of Bache, Moston and Upton-by-Chester should continue to be grouped under a common parish council – Upton-by-Chester and District;
8) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council.
9) the community governance arrangements for Bache, Moston and Upton-by-Chester parishes be re-visited under the terms of reference for the future community governance review of the Chester Unparished Area.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision as it believes that a more thorough consideration of the options relating to the future community governance of Bache, Moston and Upton-by-Chester parishes is needed, particularly in view of their proximity to the Chester Unparished Area.

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Backford, Caughall and Chorlton-by-Backford parishes

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parishes of Backford, Caughall and Chorlton-by-Backford.

The decision is that:

1) the grouping of the existing parishes of Backford, Caughall and Chorlton-by-Backford under the single common council of Backford and District be dissolved;
2) the parishes of Backford, Caughall and Chorlton-by-Backford be amalgamated to constitute a new single parish comprising the area of those parishes;
3) the new parish shall be known as Backford;
4) in consequence of paragraph (1) above, the existing parishes of Backford, Caughall and Chorlton-by-Backford shall cease to exist;
5) a new local council for the area be created;
6) the local council for the area adopt the style of “parish”;
7) the new parish shall not be warded;
8) the parish council for the parish of Backford consist of eight members; and
9) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in May 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to provide more effective and streamlined governance arrangements which are reflective of and more proportionate to the size of the local electorate.
**Next steps**

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

[http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance](http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance)

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Cheshire West & Chester Council

Community Governance Review of Barnton parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Barnton.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Barnton be redrawn to the north at Stone Heyes Lane to transfer the properties of Woodside, Rose Bank Farm, The Old Vicarage, Stoneleigh House, Stoneheyes Farm, The Barn (Stoneheyes Farm), 323 Runcorn Road, 325 Runcorn Road, 327 Runcorn Road and 329 Runcorn Road from Barnton parish to Little Leigh parish;

2) the boundary of the existing parish of Barnton be redrawn to the east at Hough Lane so as to ensure that the entirety of the properties of 7 Larch Tree Close, 8 Larch Tree Close, 10 Larch Tree Close and 7 – 19 Oak Tree Close are within Anderton with Marbury parish;

3) the parish of Barnton should not be abolished;

4) the name of the parish of Barnton should not be altered;

5) the parish should continue to have a parish council;

6) the parish council for the parish of Barnton consist of ten councillors; and

7) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents, are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail and address a specific boundary anomaly caused by the legislation covering local elections and local taxation. The decision will also provide more effective governance arrangements which are proportionate to the size of the local electorate.
Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Barrow parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Barrow.

The decision is that:

1) the parish of Barrow should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
2) the name of the parish should not be altered;
3) the parish should continue to have a parish council; and
4) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision as it believes that the current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Cheshire West & Chester Council

Community Governance Review of Beeston parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Beeston.

The decision is that:

1) the parish of Beeston should not be abolished;
2) the name of the parish of Beeston should not be altered;
3) the parish should continue to have a parish council;
4) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council; and
5) the community governance arrangements for Beeston parish be reviewed in advance of the local elections scheduled to take place in 2019.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision as it believes that a more thorough consideration of the options relating to the future community governance of Beeston parish is needed, particularly as the nature of Beeston parish may change significantly as a result of proposed housing development in the area.

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Bickley, Edge, Hampton and Larkton parishes

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parishes of Bickley, Edge, Hampton and Larkton.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Bickley be redrawn to the south at Back Lane to transfer the properties of 1 – 11 Back Lane, 15 – 19 Back Lane, 4 – 16 Back Lane, Karjul, Tree Tops, Beech Tree Cottage, Corn Riggs, Jalna, The Croft, Cae Parc and Parkfields from Macefen parish to Bickley parish;

2) the boundary of the existing parish of Bickley be redrawn to the west to follow the line of the Dismantled Railway Line at Bawbrook to transfer the properties of 30 – 38 Back Lane; 56 – 60 Cross o’ th’ Hill Road; Whitegates Farm; The Cottage and Cartrefle from Malpas parish to Bickley parish;

3) the boundary of the existing parish of Edge be redrawn to the south to follow Mates Lane to the junction with Chester Road to transfer the properties of Hannets Cottage, Kidnal Hill Farm, Gams Wood Cottage, Yew Tree Cottage, Bellair and Mole End from Edge parish to Malpas parish;

4) the boundary of the existing parish of Hampton be redrawn to the west at Ebnal Lane to transfer the property of Hamilton House from Malpas parish to Hampton parish;

5) the grouping of the existing parishes of Bickley, Edge, Hampton and Larkton under the single common council of No Man’s Heath and District be dissolved;

6) the parishes of Bickley, Edge, Hampton and Larkton be amalgamated to constitute a new single parish comprising the area of those parishes;

7) the new parish shall be known as No Man’s Heath and District;

8) in consequence of paragraph (6) above, the existing parishes of Bickley, Edge, Hampton and Larkton shall cease to exist;

9) a new local council for the area be created;

10) the local council for the area adopt the style of “parish”;

11) the new parish shall not be warded
12) the parish council for the parish of No Man’s Heath and District consist of eleven members; and

13) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in May 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail and provide more effective and streamlined governance arrangements which are reflective of and more proportionate to the size of the local electorate.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at: http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Bostock parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Bostock.

The decision is that:

1) the parish of Bostock should not be abolished;
2) the name of the parish of Bostock should not be altered;
3) the parish should continue to have a parish council;
4) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council; and
5) the community governance arrangements for Bostock parish be revisited under a new community governance review in advance of the local elections scheduled to take place in 2019.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision as it believes that a more thorough consideration of the options relating to the future community governance of Bostock parish is needed and that this should be undertaken in conjunction with local electors through the annual Parish Meeting.

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parishes of Bradley, Macefen and Tushingham-cum-Grindley.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Macefen be redrawn to the north at Back Lane to transfer the properties of 1 – 11 Back Lane, 15 – 19 Back Lane, 4 – 16 Back Lane, Karjul, Tree Tops, Beech Tree Cottage, Corn Riggs, Jalna, The Croft, Cae Parc and Parkfields from Macefen parish to Bickley parish;

2) the boundary of the existing parish of Bradley be redrawn to the west along Higher Wych Road at Hough Bridge to transfer the property of Blue Cedars from Bradley parish to Malpas parish;

3) the parishes of Tushingham-cum-Grindley, Macefen and Bradley be amalgamated to constitute a new single parish comprising the area of those parishes;

4) the new parish shall be known as Tushingham-cum-Grindley, Macefen and Bradley;

5) in consequence of paragraph (3) above, the existing parishes of Tushingham-cum-Grindley, Macefen and Bradley shall cease to exist;

6) no local council for the area be created;

7) the new parish shall not be warded

8) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail and provide more effective and streamlined governance arrangements which are reflective of and more proportionate to the size of the local electorate.
Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at [http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance](http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance)

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Cheshire West & Chester Council

Community Governance Review of Bridge Trafford, Hoole Village, Mickle Trafford, Picton and Wimbolds Trafford parishes

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parishes of Bridge Trafford, Hoole Village, Mickle Trafford, Picton and Wimbolds Trafford.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Wimbolds Trafford parish be redrawn at Hob Lane to transfer the properties of Hoblane Farm, Pear Tree and Long Mynd from Wimbolds Trafford parish to Dunham-on-the-Hill parish;

2) the boundary of the existing parish of Hoole Village be redrawn at Guilden Sutton Lane to transfer the land situated between Guilden Sutton Lane and the Railway Line from Hoole Village to Guilden Sutton parish;

3) the boundary of the existing parish of Mickle Trafford be redrawn at Guilden Sutton Lane to transfer the properties of Park Farm, Unit 1 Park Farm, Unit 2 Park Farm and The Cottage Park Farm from Mickle Trafford parish to Guilden Sutton parish;

4) the grouping of the existing parishes of Mickle Trafford, Bridge Trafford, Wimbolds Trafford, Picton and Hoole Village under the single common council of Mickle Trafford and District be dissolved;

5) the parishes of Mickle Trafford, Bridge Trafford, Wimbolds Trafford, Picton and Hoole Village be amalgamated to constitute a new single parish comprising the area of those parishes;

6) the new parish shall be known as Mickle Trafford and District;

7) in consequence of paragraph (5) above, the existing parishes of Mickle Trafford, Bridge Trafford, Wimbolds Trafford, Picton and Hoole Village shall cease to exist;

8) a new local council for the area be created;

9) the local council for the area adopt the style of “parish”;

10) the new parish shall not be warded;

11) the parish council for the parish of Mickle Trafford and District consist of 14 members; and
a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in May 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail and to provide more effective and streamlined governance arrangements which are reflective of and more proportionate to the size of the local electorate.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at: http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Broxton, Duckington and Harthill parishes

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parishes of Broxton, Duckington and Harthill.

The decision is that:

1) the parish of Broxton should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
2) the name of the parish of Broxton should not be altered;
3) the parish of Duckington should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
4) the name of the parish of Duckington should not be altered;
5) the parish of Harthill should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
6) the name of the parish of Harthill should not be altered;
7) the parishes of Broxton, Duckington and Harthill should continue to be grouped under a common parish council – Broxton and District; and
8) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision as it believes that the current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester

CH1 2NP
Cheshire West & Chester Council

Community Governance Review of Bruen Stapleford, Hockenhull, Prior’s Heys, and Tarvin parishes

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parishes of Bruen Stapleford, Hockenhull, Prior’s Heys, and Tarvin.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Tarvin be redrawn to the north at Willington Road to transfer the property of Commons Farm from Kelsall parish to Tarvin parish;

2) the boundary of the existing parish of Tarvin be redrawn to the east of the parish at Common Lane to transfer the properties of Willow Cottage, Iona, Pine Trees, New Cottage, The Gables, Rose Cottage, Manor Farm, 1 Lilac Close and 2 Lilac Close from Tarvin parish to Willington parish;

3) the boundary of the existing parish of Duddon be redrawn to the west of the parish at Burton Lane to transfer the property of Heathwood House and part of Okell’s Nursery from Duddon parish to Tarvin parish;

4) the existing parishes of Tarvin, Hockenhull, Bruen Stapleford and Prior’s Heys be amalgamated to constitute a new parish comprising the area of these parishes;

5) the new parish shall be known as Tarvin;

6) in consequence of recommendation (4), the existing parishes of Tarvin, Hockenhull, Bruen Stapleford and Prior’s Heys shall cease to exist;

7) there shall be a parish council for the new parish of Tarvin;

8) the local council for the new parish shall adopt the style of “parish”;

9) the new parish shall not be warded;

10) the number of councillors to be elected for the parish council shall be eleven; and

11) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in 2015.
Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and accessibility to properties and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The amalgamation of Bruen Stapleford, Hockenhull, Prior’s Heys parishes with Tarvin parish and creation of a new local governance mechanism for this area will provide enhanced opportunities for community engagement, involvement and empowerment and improve community cohesion. The electoral arrangements for the new Parish Council are comparable with similar governance arrangements across the borough, will deliver better local democracy and will enable its future viability, sustainability and ability to deliver the aspirations of its parishioners.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance
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Community Governance Review of Burton and Duddon parishes

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parishes of Burton and Duddon.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Duddon be redrawn to the west of the parish at Burton Lane to transfer the property of Heathwood House and part of Okell's Nursery from Duddon parish to Tarvin parish;
2) the existing parishes of Duddon and Burton be amalgamated to constitute a new parish comprising the area of these parishes;
3) the new parish shall be known as Duddon;
4) in consequence of recommendation (2), the existing parishes of Duddon and Burton shall cease to exist;
5) there shall be a parish council for the new parish of Duddon;
6) the local council for the new parish shall adopt the style of “parish”;
7) the new parish shall not be warded;
8) the number of councillors to be elected for the parish council shall be five; and
9) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The amalgamation of Burton parish with Duddon parish and creation of a new local governance mechanism for this area will provide enhanced opportunities for community engagement, involvement and empowerment and improve community cohesion. The electoral arrangements for the new Parish Council are comparable with similar governance arrangements across the borough and will deliver better local democracy.
Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance
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HQ Building
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Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Burwardsley parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Burwardsley.

The decision is that:

1) the parish of Burwardsley should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
2) the name of the parish of Burwardsley should not be altered;
3) the parish should continue to have a parish council;
4) the parish council for the parish of Burwardsley consist of five members; and
5) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1st April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in May 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to provide more effective and streamlined governance arrangements which are more proportionate to the size of the local electorate.
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Cheshire West & Chester Council

Community Governance Review of Byley parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Byley.

The decision is that:

1) the parish of Byley should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
2) the name of the parish should not be altered;
3) the parish should not have a parish council;
4) no new parish should be constituted through the aggregation of part of Byley parish with another or amalgamation of the whole of Byley parish with another;
5) no grouping provision be made in relation to Byley parish; and
6) the community governance arrangements for Byley parish be revisited under a new community governance review in advance of the local elections scheduled to take place in 2019.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision as it believes that a more thorough consideration of the options relating to the future community governance of Byley parish is needed and that this should be undertaken in conjunction with local electors through the annual Parish Meeting.
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Community Governance Review of Caldecott, Church Shocklach, Horton-By-Malpas and Shocklach Oviatt parishes

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parishes of Caldecott, Church Shocklach, Horton-by-Malpas and Shocklach Oviatt.

The decision is that:

1) the grouping of the existing parishes of Caldecott, Church Shocklach, Horton-by-Malpas and Shocklach Oviatt under the single common council of Shocklach Oviatt and District be dissolved;

2) the parishes of Caldecott, Church Shocklach, Horton-by-Malpas and Shocklach Oviatt be amalgamated to constitute a new single parish comprising the area of those parishes;

3) the new parish shall be known as Shocklach Oviatt and District;

4) in consequence of paragraph (2) above, the existing parishes of Caldecott, Church Shocklach, Horton-by-Malpas and Shocklach Oviatt shall cease to exist;

5) a new local council for the area be created;

6) the local council for the area adopt the style of “parish”;

7) the new parish shall not be warded;

8) the parish council for the parish of Shocklach Oviatt and District consist of six members; and

9) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in May 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to provide more effective and streamlined governance arrangements which are reflective of and more proportionate to the size of the local electorate.
Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Capenhurst and Ledsham parishes

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parishes of Capenhurst and Ledsham.

The decision is that:

1) the parish of Capenhurst should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
2) the name of the parish of Capenhurst should not be altered;
3) the boundary of the existing parish of Ledsham be redrawn to the east to transfer the whole site of the Electricity Sub Station from the Unparished Ellesmere Port area to Ledsham parish;
4) the name of the parish of Ledsham should not be altered;
5) the parishes of Capenhurst and Ledsham should continue to be grouped under a common parish council – Capenhurst and Ledsham;
6) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council; and
7) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:
Cheshire West & Chester Council

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance
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Cheshire West & Chester Council

Community Governance Review of Chidlow, Malpas, Newton-by-Malpas, Oldcastle, Overton, Stockton, Wigland and Wychough Parishes

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parishes of Chidlow, Malpas, Newton-By-Malpas, Oldcastle, Overton, Stockton, Wigand and Wychough.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Malpas be redrawn to the north to follow Mates Lane to the junction with Chester Road to transfer the properties of Hannets Cottage, Kidnal Hill Farm, Gams Wood Cottage, Yew Tree Cottage, Bellair and Mole End from Edge parish to Malpas parish;

2) the boundary of the existing parish of Malpas be redrawn to the east at Ebnal Lane to transfer the property of Hamilton House from Malpas parish to Hampton parish;

3) the boundary of the existing parish of Malpas be redrawn to the east to follow the line of the Dismantled Railway Line at Bawbrook to transfer the properties of 30–38 Back Lane; 56–60 Cross o’ th’ Hill Road; Whitegates Farm; The Cottage and Cartrefle from Malpas parish to Bickley parish;

4) the boundary of the existing parish of Malpas be redrawn to the south along Higher Wych Road at Hough Bridge to transfer the property of Blue Cedars from Bradley parish to Malpas parish;

5) the boundary of the existing parish of Oldcastle be redrawn to the west to transfer Topwood Farm and The Greaves from Oldcastle parish to Threapwood parish;

6) the parishes of Malpas, Newton-By-Malpas, Oldcastle, Overton, Stockton and Wychough be amalgamated to constitute a new single parish comprising the area of those parishes;

7) the new parish shall be known as Malpas;

8) in consequence of paragraph (6) above, the existing parishes of Malpas, Newton-By-Malpas, Oldcastle, Overton, Stockton and Wychough shall cease to exist;

9) a new local council for the parish of Malpas be created;

10) the local council for the parish of Malpas adopt the style of “parish”;
the parish council for the parish of Malpas consist of 14 members;
the parish of Chidlow should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
the name of the parish of Chidlow should not be altered;
the parish of Chidlow should not have a parish council;
no new parish should be constituted through the aggregation of part of Chidlow parish with another or amalgamation of the whole of Chidlow parish with another;
no grouping provision be made in relation to Chidlow parish;
the community governance arrangements for Chidlow parish be revisited under a new community governance review in advance of the local elections scheduled to take place in 2019;
the parish of Wigland should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
the name of the parish of Wigland should not be altered;
the parish of Wigland should not have a parish council;
no new parish should be constituted through the aggregation of part of Wigland parish with another or amalgamation of the whole of Wigland parish with another;
no grouping provision be made in relation to Wigland parish; and
a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in May 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and accessibility to properties and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The amalgamation of Newton-By-Malpas, Oldcastle, Overton, Stockton and Wychough parishes with Malpas parish and creation of a new local governance mechanism for this area will provide enhanced opportunities for community engagement, involvement and empowerment and improve community cohesion. The electoral arrangements for the new Parish Council are comparable with similar governance arrangements across the borough, will deliver better local democracy and will enable its future viability, sustainability and ability to deliver the aspirations of its parishioners. The Council believes that a more thorough consideration of the options relating to the future community governance of Chidlow parish is needed and that this should be
undertaken in conjunction with local electors and through the annual Parish Meetings of the surrounding parishes. The Council believes that the current community governance arrangements for Wigland are now effective and comparable with similar governance arrangements across the borough.

**Next steps**

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council's website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance
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Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
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Community Governance Review of Chorlton parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Chorlton.

The decision is that:

1) the parish of Chorlton should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
2) the name of the parish should not be altered;
3) the parish should not have a parish council;
4) no new parish should be constituted through the aggregation of part of Chorlton parish with another or amalgamation of the whole of Chorlton parish with another; and
5) no grouping provision be made in relation to Chorlton parish.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision as it believes that the current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.
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Community Governance Review of Chowley, Golborne David and Handley parishes

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parishes of Chowley, Golborne David and Handley.

The decision is that:

1. the parish of Chowley not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
2. the name of the parish of Chowley not be altered;
3. the parish of Golborne David not be abolished;
4. the boundary of the existing parish of Golborne David be redrawn along Chester Road to transfer Laburnum House from Hatton parish to Golborne David parish;
5. the name of the parish of Golborne David not be altered;
6. the parish of Handley not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
7. the name of the parish of Handley not be altered;
8. the parishes of Chowley, Golborne David and Handley continue to be grouped under a common parish council;
9. no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council; and
10. a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order 2013 be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.
Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance
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Community Governance Review of Christleton and Cotton Edmunds parishes

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parishes of Christleton and Cotton Edmunds.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Christleton be redrawn to the north at Wicker Lane, Tarvin Road and Stamford Lane and across to Little Heath Road to transfer the properties of The Flat (Vicars Cross Golf Club), Fairways, Greenacres, Stamford Lodge and Littleton Old Hall from Christleton parish to Littleton parish;

2) the boundary of the existing parish of Christleton be redrawn to the west at the A41 to transfer the properties of Greenfield Lock Cottage, 2 – 24 Ring Road, 1 – 32 Greystone Road, 23 – 58 Toll Bar Road, 89 – 125 Whitchurch Road, The Old Glass House (60 Whitchurch Road), The Bungalow - Beechmoor Nurseries, and 1 – 3 Bodafon Villas from Great Boughton parish to Christleton parish;

3) the existing parish of Christleton be amalgamated with Cotton Edmunds parish to constitute a new parish comprising the area of Christleton and Cotton Edmunds parishes;

4) the new parish shall be known as Christleton;

5) in consequence of recommendation (3), the existing parishes of Christleton and Cotton Edmunds shall cease to exist;

6) there shall be a parish council for the new parish of Christleton;

7) the local council for the new parish shall adopt the style of “parish”;

8) the new parish shall not be warded;

9) the parish council for the parish of Christleton consist of ten members; and

10) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in 2015.
Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and accessibility to properties and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The amalgamation of Cotton Edmunds parish with Christleton parish and creation of a new local governance mechanism for this area will provide enhanced opportunities for community engagement, involvement and empowerment and improve community cohesion. The electoral arrangements for the new Parish Council are comparable with similar governance arrangements across the borough and will deliver better local democracy.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance
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Community Governance Review of Churton-by-Aldford, Churton-by-Farndon and Edgerley parishes

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parishes of Churton-by-Aldford, Churton-by-Farndon and Edgerley.

The decision is that:

1) the grouping of the existing parishes of Churton-by-Aldford and Churton-by-Farndon under the single common council of Churton be dissolved;
2) the existing Churton Parish Council shall be wound up and dissolved;
3) the parishes of Churton-by-Aldford, Churton-by-Farndon and Edgerley, be amalgamated to constitute a new single parish comprising the area of those parishes;
4) the new parish shall be known as Churton;
5) in consequence of paragraph (3) above, the existing parishes of Churton-by-Aldford, Churton-by-Farndon and Edgerley shall cease to exist;
6) a new local council for the area be created;
7) the local council for the area adopt the style of “parish”; 
8) the parish council for the parish of Churton consist of seven members; and
9) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in May 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to provide more effective and streamlined governance arrangements which are reflective of and more proportionate to the size of the local electorate. The amalgamation of Edgerley parish with Churton-by-Aldford and Churton-by-Farndon parishes and creation of a new local governance mechanism for this area will provide enhanced opportunities for community engagement, involvement and empowerment and improve community cohesion. The electoral
arrangements for the new Parish Council are comparable with similar governance arrangements across the borough and will deliver better local democracy.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance
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Community Governance Review of Claverton, Eaton and Eccleston parishes

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parishes of Eaton, Eccleston and Claverton.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Eccleston be redrawn to the west to follow the line of the A483;

2) the boundary of the existing parish of Eaton be redrawn to the south-west along the Straight Mile to transfer the Business Park from Eaton parish to Pulford parish;

3) the grouping of the existing parishes of Eaton, Eccleston and Claverton under the single common council of Eaton, Eccleston and Claverton be dissolved;

4) the parishes of Eaton, Eccleston and Claverton be amalgamated to constitute a new single parish comprising the area of those parishes;

5) the new parish shall be known as Eaton and Eccleston;

6) in consequence of paragraph (4) above, the existing parishes of Eaton, Eccleston and Claverton shall cease to exist;

7) a new local council for the area be created;

8) the local council for the area adopt the style of “parish”;

9) the new parish shall not be warded

10) the parish council for the parish of Eaton and Eccleston consist of seven members; and

11) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in May 2015.
Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to provide more effective and streamlined governance arrangements which are reflective of and more proportionate to the size of the local electorate and to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which are closely tied to visible and firm ground detail.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance
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Community Governance Review of Clotton Hoofield and Iddinshall parishes

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parishes of Clotton Hoofield and Iddinshall.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Clotton Hoofield be redrawn at Hoofield Lane to transfer the properties of Springfield and Holborn Hill Farm from Clotton Hoofield parish to Huxley parish;
2) the existing parish of Iddinshall be amalgamated with Clotton Hoofield to constitute a new parish comprising the existing areas of Iddinshall and Clotton Hoofield parishes;
3) the new parish shall be known as Clotton Hoofield;
4) in consequence of the recommendation in (1), the existing parishes of Clotton Hoofield and Iddinshall shall cease to exist;
5) there shall be a parish council for the new parish of Clotton Hoofield;
6) the local council for the new parish shall adopt the style of “parish”;
7) the new parish shall not be warded;
8) the number of councillors to be elected for the parish council shall be seven; and
9) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order 2013 be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and accessibility to properties and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The amalgamation of Iddinshall parish with Clotton Hoofield parish and creation of a new local governance mechanism for this area will provide enhanced opportunities for community engagement, involvement and empowerment and improve community
cohesion. The electoral arrangements for the new Parish Council are comparable with similar governance arrangements across the borough and will deliver better local democracy.

**Next steps**

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council's website at:

[http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance](http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance)

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Comberbach parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Comberbach.

The decision is that:

1) the parish of Comberbach should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
2) the name of the parish of Comberbach should not be altered;
3) the parish should continue to have a parish council; and
4) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision as it believes that the current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Cotton Abbotts and Waverton parishes

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parishes of Cotton Abbotts and Waverton.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Waverton be redrawn at Martin’s Lane to transfer the properties of 1 Greenlooms Cottages and 2 Greenlooms Cottages from Waverton parish to Foulk Stapleford parish;

2) the boundary of the existing parish of Waverton be redrawn at Fox Lane / The Anchorage to transfer 29 Fox Lane from Rowton parish to Waverton parish;

3) the existing parish of Waverton be amalgamated with Cotton Abbotts to constitute a new parish comprising the area of Waverton and Cotton Abbotts parishes;

4) the new parish shall be known as Waverton;

5) in consequence of recommendation (3), the existing parishes of Waverton and Cotton Abbotts shall cease to exist;

6) there shall be a parish council for the new parish of Waverton;

7) the local council for the new parish shall adopt the style of “parish”;

8) the new parish shall not be warded;

9) the parish council for the parish of Waverton consist of eleven members; and

10) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in May 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and accessibility to properties and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The amalgamation of Cotton Abbotts parish with Waverton parish and creation of a
new local governance mechanism for this area will provide enhanced opportunities for community engagement, involvement and empowerment and improve community cohesion. The electoral arrangements for the new Parish Council are comparable with similar governance arrangements across the borough and will deliver better local democracy.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Cheshire West & Chester Council

Community Governance Review of Crewe-by-Farndon, Farndon and Kings Marsh parishes

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parishes of Crewe-by-Farndon, Farndon and Kings Marsh.

The decision is that:

1) the parishes of Crewe-by-Farndon, Farndon and Kings Marsh be amalgamated to constitute a new single parish comprising the area of those parishes;
2) the new parish shall be known as Farndon;
3) in consequence of paragraph (1) above, the existing parishes of Crewe-by-Farndon, Farndon and Kings Marsh shall cease to exist;
4) a new local council for the area be created;
5) the local council for the area adopt the style of “parish”;
6) the new parish shall not be warded;
7) the parish council for the parish of Farndon consist of eleven members; and
8) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in May 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to provide more effective and streamlined governance arrangements which are reflective of and more proportionate to the size of the local electorate. The amalgamation of Crewe-by-Farndon and Edgerley parishes with Farndon parish and creation of a new local governance mechanism for this area will provide enhanced opportunities for community engagement, involvement and empowerment and improve community cohesion. The electoral arrangements for the new Parish Council are comparable with similar governance arrangements across the borough and will deliver better local democracy and will enable its future viability, sustainability and ability to deliver the aspirations of its parishioners.
Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Cheshire West & Chester Council

Community Governance Review of Croughton, Little Stanney, Stoke and Wervin parishes

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parishes of Croughton, Little Stanney, Stoke and Wervin.

The decision is that:

1) the parish of Little Stanney should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
2) the name of the parish of Little Stanney should not be altered;
3) the parish of Croughton should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
4) the name of the parish of Croughton should not be altered;
5) the parish of Stoke should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
6) the name of the parish of Stoke should be altered to Stoak;
7) the parish of Wervin should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
8) the name of the parish of Wervin should not be altered;
9) the parishes of Little Stanney, Croughton, Stoak and Wervin should continue to be grouped under a common parish council – Little Stanney and District;
10) the parish council for the parishes of Little Stanney, Croughton, Stoak and Wervin consist of eleven members;
11) four councillors be elected for the parish of Little Stanney;
12) one councillor be elected for the parish of Croughton;
13) three councillors be elected for the parish of Stoak;
14) three councillors be elected for the parish of Wervin;
15) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in May 2015; and
the area and future community governance arrangements for the parishes of Little Stanney, Croughton, Stoak and Wervin be re-visited under the terms of reference for the future community governance review of the Ellesmere Port unparished area.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to provide more effective governance arrangements which are more proportionate to the size of the local electorate. The Council believes that a more thorough consideration of the options relating to the future community governance of Croughton, Little Stanney, Stoke and Wervin parishes is needed, particularly in view of their proximity to the Ellesmere Port Unparished Area.

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Cheshire West & Chester Council

Community Governance Review of Crowton parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Crowton.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Crowton be redrawn to the north at Pickerings Lock to transfer the properties of Primrose Cottage, Pickerings Bridge Cottage and The Bungalow from Dutton parish to Crowton parish;

2) the boundary of the existing parish of Crowton be redrawn to the north-east at Acton Mill to transfer the property of The Grange from Acton Bridge parish to Crowton parish;

3) the boundary of the existing parish of Crowton be redrawn to the south at Bag Lane to transfer the properties of 1 Jubilee Cottages and 2 Jubilee Cottages from Cuddington parish to Crowton parish;

4) the boundary of the existing parish of Crowton be redrawn to the south and east of Town Farm Quarry to transfer The Poplars, Two Dee’s and Darley Cottage from Norley parish to Crowton parish;

5) the boundary of the existing parish of Crowton be redrawn to the south of Sandhole Lane to transfer Beechwood Farm, Kennel Lodge, Beechwood Cottage, Norley Bank Lodge, Bratts Bank Cottage, Peover House, Five Oaks Farm, Burgess Cottage, The Croft, Bratts Bank Farm, Camomile Farm, Virginia Lodge, Park View House, Clemley Cottage, Mostyn House and Marbry Cottage from Crowton parish to Norley parish;

6) the parish of Crowton should not be abolished;

7) the name of the parish of Crowton should not be altered;

8) the parish should continue to have a parish council;

9) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council; and

10) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015.
Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and accessibility to properties and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Cuddington parish (Malpas)

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Cuddington.

The decision is that:

1) the parish of Cuddington should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
2) the name of the parish should not be altered;
3) the parish should not have a parish council;
4) no new parish should be constituted through the aggregation of part of Cuddington parish with another or amalgamation of the whole of Cuddington parish with another; and
5) no grouping provision be made in relation to Cuddington parish.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision as it believes that the current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Cuddington parish
(Weaver And Cuddington)

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Cuddington.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Cuddington be redrawn to the north at Bag Lane to transfer the properties of 1 Jubilee Cottages and 2 Jubilee Cottages from Cuddington parish to Crowton parish;

2) the boundary of the existing parish of Cuddington be redrawn to the north-east at Cuddington Lane / Smithy Lane to transfer the properties of Lilac Cottage, Briar Cottage, 3 Bryn Cottages, 4 Bryn Cottages, Millington Lane Cottage, Bryn-croft Cottage, Tethers End Cottage, Bryn Bank Farm, Bryn Bank Cottage and Bryn Bank House, Rose Cottage Farm, Gorstage Nursery, White Cottage, Gorstage Hall Farm, The Cottage (Gorstage Hall Farm), Gorstage Hall Lodge, Gorstage Hall, Gorstage Hall Mews East, Gorstage Hall Mews West, Gorstage Cottage and Boundary House from Weaverham parish to Cuddington parish;

3) the boundary of the existing parish of Cuddington be redrawn to the west at the Railway Line / Stoneyford Lane to transfer this area of land from Oakmere parish to Cuddington parish;

4) the boundary of the existing parish of Cuddington be redrawn to the west at Stoneyford Lane to transfer the properties of Acorn and Sunnyside from Cuddington parish to Oakmere parish;

5) the boundary of the existing parish of Cuddington be redrawn to the west at Norley Road / Cuddington Lane to transfer the property of Keepers Cottage from Cuddington parish to Norley parish;

6) the parish of Cuddington should not be abolished;

7) the name of the parish of Cuddington should not be altered;

8) the parish should continue to have a parish council;

9) the parish council for Cuddington consist of 10 councillors;

10) the existing wards of the parish of Cuddington are abolished;

11) the parish is divided into three wards named respectively:
     a)    Delamere Park
     b)    Cuddington
     c)    Sandiway
12) each ward comprises the area designated on the map by reference to the name of the ward;
13) two councillors be elected for Delamere Park ward;
14) four councillors be elected for Cuddington ward;
15) four councillors be elected for Sandiway ward;
16) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and accessibility to properties and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The decision will also provide more effective governance arrangements which are reflective of and proportionate to the size of the local electorate.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Darnhall parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Darnhall.

The decision is that:

1) the parish of Darnhall should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
2) the name of the parish of Darnhall should not be altered;
3) the parish should continue to have a parish council; and
4) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision as it believes that the current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Davenham parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Davenham.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Davenham be redrawn to the east along Gad Brook and the A530 to transfer the properties of 1 – 10 Pear Tree Farm Cottages, Higgins Lane Farm, Little Grebe Cottage, Croft Lodge, Lanes End Bungalow and Firthfield Kennels from Rudheath parish to Davenham parish;
2) the parish of Davenham should not be abolished;
3) the name of the parish of Davenham should not be altered;
4) the parish should continue to have a parish council;
5) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council; and
6) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and accessibility to properties and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:
Cheshire West & Chester Council

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Cheshire West & Chester Council

Community Governance Review of Delamere and Oakmere parishes

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parishes of Delamere and Oakmere.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Delamere be redrawn to the north at Delamere Forest to transfer that area of Delamere Forest from Norley parish to Delamere parish;

2) the boundary of the existing parish of Delamere be redrawn to the north-east at A54 / Morreys Lane / Nortons Lane to transfer the properties of Orchard Cottage, Forest Nursery House, Marlbank, Mount Pleasant, Grove House, Yeld Cottage, Yeld House Farm, 1 Broom Cottage, Broom Cottage, Stonehaven, Hill Top, Mara Cottage, Ash Cottage, Oak Farm Cottage, The Yeld Farm, Lea Croft, Old Cottage, Blackcurrant Cottage, Eddisbury House, Orchard Cottage, Forest Farm House, Forest Farm Cottage and Forest Farm Court from Delamere parish to Kelsall parish;

3) the boundary of the existing parish of Delamere be redrawn to the south-east of the parish at Sadlers Lane / the A49 to transfer the properties of Foxhill Farm, Jubilee House, The Nook, Fox Edge and Foxbank Bungalow from Delamere parish to Utkinton parish;

4) the boundary of the existing parish of Delamere be redrawn to the south of the parish at Heaths Lane to transfer the land between Heaths Lane and the existing boundary from Delamere parish to Utkinton parish;

5) the boundary of the existing parish of Delamere be redrawn to the south-west at Waste Lane to transfer the properties on Willington Lane, Green Lane, Quarry Lane and Waste Lane and Fir Tree Farm, Castle View, Delamere Chapel House, Laburnum Cottage, Wimpenny’s, Beeston View, Woodcroft, Oakvale House and The Cottage on Willington Road from Delamere parish to Kelsall parish;

6) the boundary of the existing parish of Delamere be redrawn to the south-west of the parish at Boothsdale / Birch Hill to transfer the properties on Boothsdale, Chapel Lane, Gooseberry Lane and Rough Low and Delamere Cottage, South View, Mead Cottage, 1 Forest Cottage, 2 Forest Cottage, 1 – 4 Oak Bank, Highcroft, Meadowbank,
Holly Cottage, Avondale, Ferndown, Fernlea, Delsa, Willowdene, Ash Rise, Pebble Cottage, Pear Tree Cottage, Deva Forest Cottage and The Hob on Willington Road from Delamere parish to Willington parish;

7) the boundary of the existing parish of Oakmere be redrawn to the east at the Railway Line / Stoneyford Lane to transfer this area of land from Oakmere parish to Cuddington parish;

8) the boundary of the existing parish of Oakmere be redrawn to the east at Stoneyford Lane to transfer the properties of Acorn and Sunnyside from Cuddington parish to Oakmere parish;

9) the existing parishes of Delamere and Oakmere be amalgamated to constitute a new parish comprising the area of these parishes;

10) the new parish shall be known as Delamere and Oakmere;

11) in consequence of recommendation (7), the existing parishes of Delamere and Oakmere shall cease to exist;

12) there shall be a parish council for the new parish of Delamere and Oakmere;

13) the local council for the new parish shall adopt the style of “parish”;

14) the number of councillors to be elected for the parish council shall be twelve;

15) the parish is divided into two wards named respectively:
   a) Delamere
   b) Oakmere

16) each ward comprises the area designated on the map by reference to the name of the ward;

17) six councillors are to be elected for Delamere ward;

18) six councillors are to be elected for Oakmere ward;

19) in consequence of recommendation (10), the Delamere Parish Council and the Oakmere Parish Council shall be wound up and dissolved; and

20) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in 2015.
Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and accessibility to properties and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The amalgamation of Delamere and Oakmere parishes and creation of a new local governance mechanism for this area will provide enhanced opportunities for community engagement, involvement and empowerment and improve community cohesion. The electoral arrangements for the new Parish Council are comparable with similar governance arrangements across the borough, will deliver better local democracy and will enable its future viability, sustainability and ability to deliver the aspirations of its parishioners.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Cheshire West & Chester Council

Community Governance Review of Dodleston, Lower Kinnerton and Marlston-cum-Lache parishes

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parishes of Dodleston, Lower Kinnerton and Marlston-cum-Lache.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Marlston-cum-Lache be redrawn to the south-west to follow the line of the A483;
2) the boundary of the existing parish of Dodleston be redrawn to the south-west to follow the line of the A483;
3) the grouping of the existing parishes of Dodleston, Lower Kinnerton and Marlston-cum-Lache under the single common council of Dodleston and District be dissolved;
4) the parishes of Dodleston, Lower Kinnerton and Marlston-cum-Lache be amalgamated to constitute a new single parish comprising the area of those parishes;
5) the new parish shall be known as Dodleston;
6) in consequence of paragraph (4) above, the existing parishes of Dodleston, Lower Kinnerton and Marlston-cum-Lache shall cease to exist;
7) a new local council for the area be created;
8) the local council for the area adopt the style of ‘parish’;
9) the new parish shall not be warded;
10) the parish council for the parish of Dodleston consist of ten members; and
11) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in May 2015.
**Reasons for the decision**

The Council has made this decision in order to provide more effective and streamlined governance arrangements which are reflective of and more proportionate to the size of the local electorate and to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which are closely tied to visible and firm ground detail.

**Next steps**

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Dunham-on-the-Hill and Hapsford parishes

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parishes of Dunham-on-the-Hill and Hapsford.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Dunham-on-the-Hill be redrawn at Hob Lane to transfer the properties of Hoblane Farm, Pear Tree and Long Mynd from Wimbolds Trafford parish to Dunham-on-the-Hill parish;

2) the boundary of the existing parish of Dunham-on-the-Hill be redrawn at Manley Mere to transfer part of the Mere from Dunham-on-the-Hill parish into Manley parish;

3) the grouping of the existing parishes of Dunham-on-the-Hill and Hapsford under the single common council of Dunham-on-the-Hill and Hapsford be dissolved;

4) the parishes of Dunham-on-the-Hill and Hapsford be amalgamated to constitute a new single parish comprising the area of those parishes;

5) the new parish shall be known as Dunham-on-the-Hill and Hapsford;

6) in consequence of paragraph (4) above, the existing parishes of Dunham-on-the-Hill and Hapsford shall cease to exist;

7) a new local council for the area be created;

8) the local council for the area adopt the style of “parish”; 

9) the parish council for the parish of Dunham-on-the-Hill and Hapsford consist of ten members; and 

10) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in May 2015.
Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and are closely tied to visible and firm ground detail and to provide more effective and streamlined governance arrangements which are reflective of and more proportionate to the size of the local electorate.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Cheshire West & Chester Council

Community Governance Review of Dutton parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Dutton.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Dutton be redrawn to the north-west at the railway line to transfer the properties of 2, 3 and 4 Tunnel End from Aston parish to Dutton parish;

2) the boundary of the existing parish of Dutton be redrawn to the south-west at Pickering’s Cut to transfer the land between the Dutton Viaduct and The Bungalow from Dutton parish to Acton Bridge parish;

3) the boundary of the existing parish of Dutton be redrawn to the south-west at Pickerings Lock to transfer the properties of Primrose Cottage, Pickerings Bridge Cottage and The Bungalow from Dutton parish to Crowton parish;

4) the parish of Dutton should not be abolished;

5) the name of the parish of Dutton should not be altered;

6) the parish should continue to have a parish council;

7) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council; and

8) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and accessibility to properties and are closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.
Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Elton parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Elton.

The decision is that:

1) the parish of Elton should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
2) the name of the parish should not be altered;
3) the parish should continue to have a parish council;
4) the number of seats on the parish council be increased from eight to ten;
a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1st April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in May 2015; and
5) the area of the parish be re-visited under the terms of reference for the future community governance review of the Ellesmere Port Unparished Area.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to provide more effective governance arrangements which are more proportionate to the size of the local electorate. The Council believes that a more thorough consideration of the options relating to the future community governance of Elton parish is needed, particularly in view of its proximity to the Ellesmere Port Unparished Area.

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Foulk Stapleford, Hatton and Huxley parishes

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parishes of Foulk Stapleford, Hatton and Huxley.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Foulk Stapleford be redrawn at Martin’s Lane to transfer the properties of 1 Greenlooms Cottages and 2 Greenlooms Cottages from Waverton parish to Foulk Stapleford parish;

2) the boundary of the existing parish of Hatton be redrawn at the Shropshire Union Canal / Nixon’s Bridge to transfer the properties of 1 – 6 Crow’s Nest Cottages from Hatton parish to Newton-by-Tattenhall parish;

3) the boundary of the existing parish of Hatton be redrawn along the A41 Whitchurch Road to transfer West View House from Saighton parish to Hatton parish;

4) the boundary of the existing parish of Hatton be redrawn along Chester Road to transfer Laburnum House from Hatton parish to Golborne David parish;

5) the boundary of the existing parish of Hatton be redrawn along Chester Road to transfer Grange Farm, Grange House and Brookside from Hatton parish to Golborne Bellow parish;

6) the boundary of the existing parish of Hatton be redrawn at Newton Lane to transfer the properties of Poplar Hall Farm, Birch Tree Farm, Poplar Croft and The Poplars from Hatton parish to Newton-by-Tattenhall parish;

7) the boundary of the existing parish of Huxley be redrawn at Hoofield Lane to transfer the properties of Springfield and Holborn Hill Farm from Clotton Hoofield parish to Huxley parish;

8) the boundary of the existing parish of Huxley be redrawn at Red Lane to transfer the properties of 2 Higher Huxley Hall Cottages and 3 Higher Huxley Hall Cottages from Huxley parish to Newton-by-Tattenhall parish;
9) the boundary of the existing parish of Huxley be redrawn at Red Lane to transfer the properties of Millfields and Mill Farm from Newton-by-Tattenhall parish to Huxley parish;

10) the parishes of Foulk Stapleford, Hatton and Huxley be amalgamated to constitute a new single parish comprising the area of those parishes;

11) the name of the new parish shall be Hargrave and Huxley;

12) in consequence of paragraph (10) above, the existing parishes of Foulk Stapleford, Hatton and Huxley shall cease to exist;

13) a new local council for the area be created;

14) the local council for the area adopt the style of “parish”; 

15) the parish council for the parish of Hargrave and Huxley consist of nine members; and;

16) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in May 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and accessibility to properties and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The amalgamation of Foulk Stapleford, Hatton and Huxley parishes and creation of a new local governance mechanism for this area will provide enhanced opportunities for community engagement, involvement and empowerment and improve community cohesion. The electoral arrangements for the new Parish Council are comparable with similar governance arrangements across the borough, will deliver better local democracy and will enable its future viability, sustainability and ability to deliver the aspirations of its parishioners.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at: http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Frodsham parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Frodsham.

The decision is that:

1) the north-eastern boundary of the existing parish of Frodsham be extended to the Weaver Navigation Canal to transfer land between the Weaver Navigation Canal and River Weaver and the properties of the Aston Arms, 1 Wayside, 2 Wayside, Beech House and Glasfryn from Sutton parish to Frodsham parish;

2) the boundary of the existing parish of Frodsham be redrawn to the south-east following identifiable public rights of way to transfer the properties of Orchard End, Firbank House, Red Marley, 1 Wishing Well, Lady Heyes Farm, Newton Hall, Mountville, Caswell House, 1 – 19 Kingsley Green, 20 – 23 The Chapel, 24 – 52 Kingsley Green, Haworth Hall, Sunningdale House, Hatley Farm, The Croft and Bradley Cottage from Kingsley parish to Frodsham parish;

3) the parish of Frodsham should not be abolished;

4) the name of the parish of Frodsham should not be altered;

5) the parish should continue to have a parish council;

6) the parish council for Frodsham consist of 16 councillors;

7) the existing wards of the parish of Frodsham are abolished;

8) the parish is divided into four wards named respectively:
   a) Frodsham Waterside;
   b) Frodsham Lakes;
   c) Overton and Five Crosses; and
   d) Castle Park;

9) each ward comprises the area designated on the map by reference to the name of the ward;

10) four councillors be elected for each of the four wards; and
11) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and are closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The decision will also provide more effective governance arrangements which are reflective of and more proportionate to the size of the local electorate.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Cheshire West & Chester Council

Community Governance Review of Golborne Bellow, Newton-by-Tattenhall and Tattenhall parishes

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parishes of Golborne Bellow, Newton-by-Tattenhall and Tattenhall.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Golborne Bellow be redrawn along Chester Road to transfer Grange Farm, Grange House and Brookside from Hatton parish to Golborne Bellow parish;

2) the boundary of the existing parish of Newton-by-Tattenhall be redrawn at the Shropshire Union Canal / Nixon’s Bridge to transfer the properties of 1 – 6 Crow’s Nest Cottages from Hatton parish to Newton-by-Tattenhall parish;

3) the boundary of the existing parish of Newton-by-Tattenhall be redrawn at Newton Lane to transfer the properties of Poplar Hall Farm, Birch Tree Farm, Poplar Croft and The Poplars from Hatton parish to Newton-by-Tattenhall parish;

4) the boundary of the existing parish of Newton-by-Tattenhall be redrawn at Red Lane to transfer the properties of 2 Higher Huxley Hall Cottages and 3 Higher Huxley Hall Cottages from Huxley parish to Newton-by-Tattenhall parish;

5) the boundary of the existing parish of Newton-by-Tattenhall be redrawn at Red Lane to transfer the properties of Millfields and Mill Farm from Newton-by-Tattenhall parish to Huxley parish;

6) the boundary of the existing parish of Newton-by-Tattenhall be redrawn to the east along the Shropshire Union Canal to transfer the land between the Aqueduct and Williamson’s Bridge from Huxley parish to Newton-by-Tattenhall parish;

7) the grouping of the existing parishes of Tattenhall, Golborne Bellow and Newton-by-Tattenhall under the single common council of Tattenhall and District be dissolved;
8) the parishes of Tattenhall, Golborne Bellow and Newton-by-Tattenhall be amalgamated to constitute a new single parish comprising the area of those parishes;

9) the new parish shall be known as Tattenhall and District;

10) in consequence of paragraph (8) above, the existing parishes of Tattenhall, Golborne Bellow and Newton-by-Tattenhall shall cease to exist;

11) a new local council for the area be created;

12) the local council for the area adopt the style of “parish”;

13) the new parish shall not be warded;

14) the parish council for the parish of Tattenhall and District consist of 15 members; and

15) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in May 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and are closely tied to visible and firm ground detail and to provide more effective and streamlined governance arrangements which are reflective of and more proportionate to the size of the local electorate.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1st April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH
Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Grafton and Tilston parishes

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parishes of Grafton and Tilston.

The decision is that:

1) the existing parishes of Tilston and Grafton be amalgamated to constitute a new parish comprising the area of these parishes;

2) the new parish shall be known as Tilston;

3) in consequence of recommendation (1), the existing parishes of Tilston and Grafton shall cease to exist;

4) a new local council for the area be created;

5) the local council for the area adopt the style of “parish”;

6) the new parish shall not be warded;

7) the parish council for the parish of Tilston consist of eight members; and

8) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in May 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to provide more effective and streamlined governance arrangements which are reflective of and more proportionate to the size of the local electorate. The amalgamation of Grafton parish with Tilston parish and creation of a new local governance mechanism for this area will provide enhanced opportunities for community engagement, involvement and empowerment and improve community cohesion. The electoral arrangements for the new Parish Council are comparable with similar governance arrangements across the borough and will deliver better local democracy.
Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Great Boughton parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Great Boughton.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Great Boughton be redrawn to the east at the A41 to transfer the properties of Sunnyside, Oakleigh, Ash Villa, Linton, Holly House, Ash Cottage, 1 – 3 Railway Cottages, Berwyn, 1 - 4 Yew Tree Villas, 1 – 18 Ash Bank and 1 – 2 Green Lane from Great Boughton parish to Guilden Sutton parish;

2) the boundary of the existing parish of Great Boughton be redrawn to the east at the A41 to transfer the properties of 8 – 15 Broadmead; 25 – 33 Broadmead; and 1 – 28 Stamford Court from Littleton parish to Great Boughton parish;

3) the boundary of the existing parish of Great Boughton be redrawn to the east at the A41 to transfer the properties of Greenfield Lock Cottage; 2 – 24 Ring Road; 1 – 32 Greystone Road; 23 – 58 Toll Bar Road; 89 – 125 Whitchurch Road; The Old Glass House (60 Whitchurch Road); The Bungalow - Beechmoor Nurseries; and 1 – 3 Bodafon Villas from Great Boughton parish to Christleton parish;

4) the parish of Great Boughton should not be abolished;

5) the name of the parish of Great Boughton should not be altered;

6) the parish should continue to have a parish council;

7) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council;

8) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015; and

9) the community governance arrangements for Great Boughton parish be re-visited under the terms of reference for the future community governance reviews of Huntington parish and the Chester Unparished Area.
Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and accessibility to properties and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough. However, the Council believes that a more thorough consideration of the options relating to the future community governance of Great Boughton parish is needed, particularly in view of its size and its proximity to Huntington parish and the Chester Unparished Area.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Great Budworth parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Great Budworth.

The decision is that:

1) the parish of Great Budworth should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
2) the name of the parish of Great Budworth should not be altered;
3) the parish should continue to have a parish council; and
4) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision as it believes that the current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.
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Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Cheshire West & Chester Council

Community Governance Review of Guilden Sutton parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Guilden Sutton.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Guilden Sutton be redrawn to the north at Guilden Sutton Lane to transfer the land situated between Guilden Sutton Lane and the Railway Line from Hoole Village parish to Guilden Sutton parish;

2) the boundary of the existing parish of Guilden Sutton be redrawn to the north at Guilden Sutton Lane to transfer the properties of Park Farm, Unit 1 Park Farm, Unit 2 Park Farm and The Cottage Park Farm from Mickle Trafford parish to Guilden Sutton parish;

3) the boundary of the existing parish of Guilden Sutton be redrawn to the south-west at Hare Lane / A51 to transfer the land adjacent to Chester Rugby Football Ground from Littleton parish to Guilden Sutton parish;

4) the boundary of the existing parish of Guilden Sutton be redrawn to the west at the A41 to transfer the properties of Sunnyside, Oakleigh, Ash Villa, Linton, Holly House, Ash Cottage, 1 – 3 Railway Cottages, Berwyn, 1 - 4 Yew Tree Villas, 1 – 18 Ash Bank and 1 – 2 Green Lane from Great Boughton parish to Guilden Sutton parish;

5) the parish of Guilden Sutton should not be abolished;

6) the name of the parish should not be altered;

7) the parish should continue to have a parish council;

8) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council; and

9) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order 2013 be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and
accessibility to properties and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Hartford parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Hartford.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Hartford be redrawn to the west at the railway line to transfer the properties of Moss Farm, 1 – 6 Moss Farm Barns, 1 – 4 Blue Cap Cottages, Blue Cap Stables and Speedwell Bungalow from Weaverham parish to Hartford parish;
2) the parish of Hartford should not be abolished;
3) the name of the parish of Hartford should not be altered;
4) the parish should continue to have a parish council;
5) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council; and
6) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and accessibility to properties and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
Cheshire West & Chester Council

- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Helsby parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Helsby.

The decision is that:

1) the parish of Helsby should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
2) the name of the parish of Helsby should not be altered;
3) the parish should continue to have a parish council; and
4) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision as it believes that the current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Huntington parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Huntington.

The decision is that:

1) the parish of Huntington should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
2) the name of the parish of Huntington should not be altered;
3) the parish should continue to have a parish council;
4) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council; and
5) the community governance arrangements for Huntington parish be reviewed in advance of the local elections scheduled to take place in 2019.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision as it believes that a more thorough consideration of the options relating to the future community governance of Huntington parish is needed, particularly as the nature of Huntington parish may change significantly as a result of current housing development in the area.

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Ince parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Ince.

The decision is that:

1) the parish of Ince should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
2) the name of the parish should not be altered;
3) the parish should continue to have a parish council; and
4) the area of the parish of Ince be re-visited under the terms of reference for the future community governance review of the Ellesmere Port unparished area.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision as it believes that a more thorough consideration of the options relating to the future community governance of Ince parish is needed, particularly in view of its proximity to the Ellesmere Port Unparished Area.

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Kelsall parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Kelsall.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Kelsall be redrawn to the north-west at A54 / Morreys Lane / Nortons Lane to transfer the properties of Orchard Cottage, Forest Nursery House, Marlbank, Mount Pleasant, Grove House, Yeld Cottage, Yeld House Farm, 1 Broom Cottage, Broom Cottage, Stonehaven, Hill Top, Mara Cottage, Ash Cottage, Oak Farm Cottage, The Yeld Farm, Lea Croft, Old Cottage, Blackcurrant Cottage, Eddisbury House, Orchard Cottage, Forest Farm House, Forest Farm Cottage and Forest Farm Court from Delamere parish to Kelsall parish;

2) the boundary of the existing parish of Kelsall be redrawn to the south-east at Waste Lane to transfer the properties on Willington Lane, Green Lane, Quarry Lane and Waste Lane and Fir Tree Farm, Castle View, Delamere Chapel House, Laburnum Cottage, Wimpenny’s, Beeston View, Woodcroft, Oakvale House and The Cottage on Willington Road from Delamere parish to Kelsall parish;

3) the boundary of the existing parish of Kelsall be redrawn to the south at Willington Road to transfer the property of Commons Farm from Kelsall parish to Tarvin parish;

4) the boundary of the existing parish of Kelsall be redrawn to the west at Longley Lane to transfer the properties of Longley Cottage, 1 Ivy Cottage and 2 Ivy Cottage from Kelsall parish to Ashton Hayes parish;

5) the parish of Kelsall should not be abolished;

6) the name of the parish of Kelsall should not be altered;

7) the parish should continue to have a parish council;

8) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council; and

9) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015.
Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and accessibility to properties and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Kingsley parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Kingsley.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Kingsley be redrawn to the north-west following identifiable public rights of way to transfer the properties of Orchard End, Firbank House, Red Marley, 1 Wishing Well, Lady Heyes Farm, Newton Hall, Mountville, Caswell House, 1 – 19 Kingsley Green, 20 – 23 The Chapel, 24 – 52 Kingsley Green, Haworth Hall, Sunningdale House, Hatley Farm, The Croft and Bradley Cottage from Kingsley parish to Frodsham parish;

2) the parish of Kingsley should not be abolished;

3) the name of the parish of Kingsley should not be altered;

4) the parish should continue to have a parish council;

5) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council;

6) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and accessibility to properties and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will
be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Lach Dennis parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Lach Dennis.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Lach Dennis be redrawn to the north along the Railway Line (to its junction with the A556) and the A556 (to the border with Cheshire East borough) to transfer the properties south of the Railway Line and A556 from Lostock Gralam parish to Lach Dennis parish;

2) the parish of Lach Dennis should not be abolished;

3) the name of the parish of Lach Dennis should not be altered;

4) the parish should continue to have a parish council;

5) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council; and

6) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:
Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Cheshire West & Chester Council

Community Governance Review of Lea-by-Backford parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Lea-by-Backford.

The decision is that:

1) the parish of Lea-by-Backford should not be abolished;
2) the name of the parish of Lea-by-Backford should not be altered;
3) the parish should continue to have a parish council; and
4) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision as it believes that the current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Little Budworth parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Little Budworth.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Little Budworth be redrawn to the west at the A49 to transfer the properties of the Fox and Barrel Pub, Sicuani – Fox Bank, Fox Bank Cottage and 2 Fox Bank from Little Budworth parish to Utkinton parish;
2) the parish of Little Budworth should not be abolished;
3) the name of the parish of Little Budworth should not be altered;
4) the parish should continue to have a parish council;
5) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council; and
6) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Little Leigh parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Little Leigh.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Little Leigh be redrawn to the south-east at Stone Heyes Lane to transfer the properties of Woodside, Rose Bank Farm, The Old Vicarage, Stoneleigh House, Stoneheyes Farm, The Barn (Stoneheyes Farm), 323 Runcorn Road, 325 Runcorn Road, 327 Runcorn Road and 329 Runcorn Road from Barnton parish to Little Leigh parish;

2) the boundary of the existing parish of Little Leigh be redrawn to the south-west, south of Acton Swing Bridge, to transfer the island of the Weaver Navigation Canal from Little Leigh parish to Acton Bridge parish;

3) the parish of Little Leigh should not be abolished;

4) the name of the parish of Little Leigh should not be altered;

5) the parish should continue to have a parish council;

6) the parish council for Little Leigh consist of seven councillors; and

7) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail and to provide more effective and streamlined governance arrangements which are reflective of and more proportionate to the size of the local electorate.
Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong  
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development  
Cheshire West and Chester Council  
HQ Building  
58 Nicholas Street  
Chester  
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Littleton parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Littleton.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Littleton be redrawn to the north at Hare Lane / A51 to transfer the land adjacent to Chester Rugby Football Ground from Littleton parish to Guilden Sutton parish;

2) the boundary of the existing parish of Littleton be redrawn to the east and south at Wicker Lane, Tarvin Road and Stamford Lane and across to Little Heath Road to transfer the properties of The Flat (Vicars Cross Golf Club), Fairways, Greenacres, Stamford Lodge and Littleton Old Hall from Christleton parish to Littleton parish;

3) the boundary of the existing parish of Littleton be redrawn to the west to transfer the properties of 8 – 15 Broadmead; 25 – 33 Broadmead; and 1 – 28 Stamford Court from Littleton parish to Great Boughton parish;

4) the parish of Littleton should not be abolished;

5) the name of the parish of Littleton should not be altered;

6) the parish should continue to have a parish council;

7) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council; and

8) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order 2013 be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.
Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Lostock Gralam parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Lostock Gralam.

The decision is that:

1) the existing wards of the parish of Lostock Gralam are abolished;
2) the boundary of the existing parish of Lostock Gralam be redrawn along the Railway Line (to its junction with the A556) and the A556 (to the border with Cheshire East borough) to transfer the properties south of the Railway Line and A556 from Lostock Gralam parish to Lach Dennis parish;
3) the parish of Lostock Gralam should not be abolished;
4) the name of the parish of Lostock Gralam should not be altered;
5) the parish should continue to have a parish council;
6) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council; and
7) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The decision will also provide more effective governance arrangements which are reflective of and proportionate to the size of the local electorate. The current parish comprises two parish wards, Lostock Gralam and Lostock Green, which are separated by the Railway Line. Abolition of the existing parish wards will enable the parish boundary to be redrawn.
Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Manley parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Manley.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Manley be redrawn to the west at Manley Mere to transfer the whole of the Mere from Dunham-on-the-Hill parish to Manley parish;
2) the boundary of the existing parish of Manley be redrawn to the east to transfer Houndslough House, Pinewood Farm and Pinewood Farm Cottage from Manley parish to Norley parish;
3) the parish of Manley should not be abolished;
4) the name of the parish of Manley should not be altered;
5) the parish should continue to have a parish council;
6) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council; and
7) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and accessibility to properties and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will
be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Marston parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Marston.

The decision is that:

1) the parish of Marston should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
2) the name of the parish of Marston should not be altered;
3) the parish should continue to have a parish council;
4) the parish council for Marston consist of seven councillors;
5) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1st April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in 2015; and
6) the community governance arrangements for Marston parish be reviewed in advance of the local elections scheduled to take place in 2023 or on completion of the Wincham Urban Village, whichever is the sooner.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to enable more effective governance arrangements which are proportionate to the size of the local electorate. The Council believes that a more thorough consideration of the options relating to the future community governance of Marston parish is needed, particularly in view of its proximity to an area of planned development.

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Mollington parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Mollington.

The decision is that:

1) the parish of Mollington should not be abolished;
2) the name of the parish of Mollington should not be altered;
3) the parish should continue to have a parish council; and
4) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision as it believes that the current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Mouldsworth parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Mouldsworth.

The decision is that:

1) the parish of Mouldsworth should not be abolished;

2) the boundary of the existing parish of Mouldsworth be redrawn to the south to follow the line of the railway and Gongar Lane to transfer the properties of Mill House and Brook House from Mouldsworth parish to Horton-cum-Peel parish;

3) the boundary of the existing parish of Mouldsworth be redrawn to the east at Ashton Brook Bridge to transfer the property of Brookside Cottage from Ashton Hayes parish to Mouldsworth parish;

4) the name of the parish of Mouldsworth should not be altered;

5) the parish should continue to have a parish council;

6) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council; and

7) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order 2013 be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and accessibility to properties and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.
Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Cheshire West & Chester Council

Community Governance Review of Moulton parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Moulton.

The decision is that:

1) the parish of Moulton should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
2) the name of the parish of Moulton should not be altered;
3) the parish should continue to have a parish council;
4) the parish council for Moulton consist of nine councillors; and
5) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to provide more effective governance arrangements which are proportionate to the size of the local electorate.

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Nether Peover parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Nether Peover.

The decision is that:

1) the parish of Nether Peover should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
2) the name of the parish of Nether Peover should not be altered;
3) the parish of Nether Peover should continue to be grouped with Peover Inferior under a common parish council – Lower Peover;
4) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council; and
5) the community governance arrangements for Nether Peover parish be revisited under a new community governance review in advance of the local elections scheduled to take place in 2019.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision as it believes that a more thorough consideration of the options relating to the future community governance of Nether Peover parish is needed, particularly in view of its current joint governance arrangements and proximity to parishes in Cheshire East borough.

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Norley parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Norley.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Norley parish be redrawn to the north, south and west of Town Farm Quarry, to transfer The Poplars, Two Dee’s and Darley Cottage from Norley parish to Crowton parish;

2) the boundary of the existing parish of Norley be redrawn to the east to transfer Beechwood Farm, Kennel Lodge, Beechwood Cottage, Norley Bank Lodge, Bratts Bank Cottage, Peover House, Five Oaks Farm, Burgess Cottage, The Croft, Bratts Bank Farm, Camomile Farm, Virginia Lodge, Park View House, Clemley Cottage, Mostyn House and Marbry Cottage from Crowton parish to Norley parish;

3) the boundary of the existing parish of Norley be redrawn to the east at Norley Road / Cuddington Lane to transfer the property of Keepers Cottage from Cuddington parish to Norley parish;

4) the boundary of the existing parish of Norley be redrawn to the south at Delamere Forest to transfer that area of Delamere Forest from Norley parish to Delamere parish;

5) the boundary of the existing parish of Norley be redrawn to the west at Delamere Forest to transfer Houndslough House, Pinewood Farm and Pinewood Farm Cottage from Manley parish to Norley parish;

6) the parish of Norley should not be abolished;

7) the name of the parish of Norley should not be altered;

8) the parish should continue to have a parish council;

9) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council; and

10) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015.
Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and accessibility to properties and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council's website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Poulton and Pulford parishes

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parishes of Poulton and Pulford.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Pulford be redrawn to the north-east along the Straight Mile to transfer the Business Park from Eaton parish to Pulford parish;

2) the grouping of the existing parishes of Poulton and Pulford under the single common council of Poulton and Pulford be dissolved;

3) the parishes of Poulton and Pulford be amalgamated to constitute a new single parish comprising the area of those parishes;

4) the new parish shall be known as Poulton and Pulford;

5) in consequence of paragraph (3) above, the existing parishes of Poulton and Pulford shall cease to exist;

6) a new local council for the area be created;

7) the local council for the area adopt the style of “parish”;

8) the new parish shall not be warded

9) the parish council for the parish of Poulton and Pulford consist of nine members; and

10) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in May 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which are closely tied to visible and firm ground detail and to provide more effective and streamlined governance arrangements which are reflective of and more proportionate to the size of the local electorate.
Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Cheshire West & Chester Council

Community Governance Review of Puddington, Shotwick and Woodbank parishes

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parishes of Puddington, Shotwick and Woodbank.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Woodbank be redrawn to the south-east at the A5117 to transfer the properties of Pitts Farm, Willow Barn, Oakwood Farm, Hill View Farm, Rose Farm, Northfield, The Gibbet Windmill, Saughall Mill Farm, Saughall Mill Farm Cottage, Mill Cottage North, Mill Cottage South and Rendova Farm from Saughall parish to Woodbank parish;

2) the boundary of the existing parish of Woodbank be redrawn to the south-east at the A5117 to transfer the properties of 3 Woodbank Lane, The Covert, Blue Haze, Orchard View, Park Farm, Roughwood Farm, The Willows and Fourways Farm from Shotwick Park parish to Woodbank parish;

3) the grouping of the existing parishes of Puddington, Shotwick and Woodbank under the single common council of Puddington and District be dissolved;

4) the parishes of Puddington, Shotwick and Woodbank be amalgamated to constitute a new single parish comprising the area of those parishes;

5) the new parish shall be known as Puddington;

6) in consequence of paragraph (4) above, the existing parishes of Puddington, Shotwick and Woodbank shall cease to exist;

7) a new local council for the area be created;

8) the local council for the area adopt the style of “parish”;

9) the parish council for the parish of Puddington consist of nine members;

10) the new parish shall not be warded;

11) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in May 2015; and
12) the community governance arrangements for Puddington, Shotwick and Woodbank parishes be re-visited under the terms of reference for the future community governance review of the Ellesmere Port Unparished Area.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail and to provide more effective and streamlined governance arrangements which are reflective of and more proportionate to the size of the local electorate. The Council believes that a more thorough consideration of the options relating to the future community governance of Puddington, Shotwick and Woodbank parishes is needed, particularly in view of their proximity to the Ellesmere Port Unparished Area.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Rowton parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Rowton.

The decision is that:

1. the parish of Rowton should not be abolished;
2. the boundary of the existing parish of Rowton be redrawn at Fox Lane/The Anchorage to transfer 29 Fox Lane from Rowton parish to Waverton parish;
3. the name of the parish should not be altered;
4. the parish should continue to have a parish council;
5. the number of seats on the parish council be reduced from seven to six; and
6. a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order 2013 be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and accessibility to properties and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The decision will provide more effective and streamlined governance arrangements which are reflective of and more proportionate to the size of the local electorate.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:
Cheshire West & Chester Council

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council's website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Rudheath parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Rudheath.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Rudheath be redrawn to the west at the cemetery to transfer a parcel of land from Northwich parish to Rudheath parish;

2) the boundary of the existing parish of Davenham be redrawn to the east along Gad Brook and the A530 to transfer the properties of 1 – 10 Pear Tree Farm Cottages, Higgins Lane Farm, Little Grebe Cottage, Croft Lodge, Lanes End Bungalow and Firthfield Kennels from Rudheath parish to Davenham parish;

3) the parish of Rudheath should not be abolished;

4) the name of the parish of Rudheath should not be altered;

5) the parish should continue to have a parish council;

6) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council; and

7) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.
Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Cheshire West & Chester Council

Community Governance Review of Rushton parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Rushton.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Rushton be redrawn at Winterford Lane / Cheshire East boundary to transfer the property of Stages Platt Cottage from Tilstone Fearnall parish to Rushton parish;

2) the boundary of the existing parish of Rushton be redrawn at field boundary connecting Eaton Lane and Sapling Lane to transfer Flaxyards, The Foresters Lodge and Arderne Hall / Portal Golf and Country Club from Rushton parish to Tarporley parish;

3) the parish of Rushton not be abolished;

4) the name of the parish of Rushton not be altered;

5) the parish continue to have a parish council;

6) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council; and

7) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order 2013 be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and accessibility to properties and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.
Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Saughall and Shotwick Park parishes

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parishes of Saughall and Shotwick Park.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Saughall be redrawn to the north at the A5117 to transfer the properties of Pitts Farm, Willow Barn, Oakwood Farm, Hill View Farm, Rose Farm, Northfield, The Gibbet Windmill, Saughall Mill Farm, Saughall Mill Farm Cottage, Mill Cottage North, Mill Cottage South and Rendova Farm from Saughall parish to Woodbank parish;

2) the boundary of the existing parish of Shotwick Park be redrawn to the north at the A5117 to transfer the properties of 3 Woodbank Lane, The Covert, Blue Haze, Orchard View, Park Farm, Roughwood Farm, The Willows and Fourways Farm from Shotwick Park parish to Woodbank parish;

3) the boundary of the existing parish of Saughall be redrawn to the south to transfer the property of 49 Melverley Drive from Saughall parish to the Chester unparished area;

4) the grouping of the existing parishes of Saughall and Shotwick Park under the single common council of Saughall and Shotwick Park be dissolved;

5) the parishes of Saughall and Shotwick Park be amalgamated to constitute a new single parish comprising the area of those parishes;

6) the new parish shall be known as Saughall and Shotwick Park;

7) in consequence of paragraph (5) above, the existing parishes of Saughall and Shotwick Park shall cease to exist;

8) a new local council for the area be created;

9) the local council for the area adopt the style of “parish”;

10) the new parish shall not be warded;

11) the parish council for the parish of Saughall and Shotwick Park consist of 12 members; and
12) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in May 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and accessibility to properties and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The decision will provide more effective and streamlined governance arrangements which are reflective of and more proportionate to the size of the local electorate.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Cheshire West & Chester Council

Community Governance Review of Sproston parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Sproston.

The decision is that:

1) the parish of Sproston should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
2) the name of the parish of Sproston should not be altered;
3) the parish should continue to have a parish council;
4) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council; and
5) the community governance arrangements for Sproston parish be revisited under a new community governance review in advance of the local elections scheduled to take place in 2019.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision as it believes that a more thorough consideration of the options relating to the future community governance of Sproston parish is needed, particularly due to its proximity to and possible affiliation with neighbouring Byley parish and parishes in Cheshire East borough.

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Stanthorne.

The decision is that:

1) the parishes of Stanthorne and Wimboldsley be amalgamated to constitute a new single parish comprising the area of those parishes;
2) the new parish shall be known as Stanthorne and Wimboldsley;
3) in consequence of paragraph (1) above, the existing parishes of Stanthorne and Wimboldsley shall cease to exist;
4) no local council for the area be created;
5) the new parish shall not be warded
6) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to provide enhanced opportunities for community engagement, involvement and empowerment through more effective and appropriate community governance arrangements for the local electorate and to improve community cohesion and local democracy.

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Sutton parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Sutton.

The decision is that:

1) the western boundary of the existing parish of Sutton be retracted to the Weaver Navigation Canal to transfer land between the Weaver Navigation Canal and River Weaver and the properties of the Aston Arms, 1 Wayside, 2 Wayside, Beech House and Glasfryn from Sutton parish to Frodsham parish;
2) the parish of Sutton should not be abolished;
3) the name of the parish should be changed to Sutton Weaver;
4) the parish should continue to have a parish council;
5) the name of the parish council shall be “Sutton Weaver Parish Council”;
6) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council; and
7) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will
be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Tarporley parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Tarporley.

The decision is that:

1) the northern boundary of the existing parish of Tarporley be extended to the A49 to transfer Eaton Hill House, Eaton Hill Cottage, Oaklands Cottage, Eaton Hill Farm, Portal Mews and the Golf Course from Utkinton parish to Tarporley parish;

2) the eastern boundary of the existing parish of Tarporley be extended to the field boundary connecting Eaton Lane and Sapling Lane to transfer Flaxyards, The Foresters Lodge, Portal Golf and Country Club and Arderne Hall from Rushton parish to Tarporley parish;

3) the southern boundary of the existing parish of Tarporley be extended to transfer Tiresford, Tiresford Cottages, Tiresford Farm Cottage and Four Lane Ends Farm from Tiverton parish to Tarporley parish;

4) the southern boundary of the existing parish of Tarporley be extended to transfer Redhill Cottages, Birch Heath Farm (south) and Woodbine Cottages from Tiverton parish to Tarporley parish;

5) the parish of Tarporley should not be abolished;

6) the name of the parish of Tarporley should not be altered;

7) the parish should continue to have a parish council;

8) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council; and

9) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order 2013 be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015.
Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Thornton-Le-Moors parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Thornton-le-Moors.

The decision is that:

1) the parish of Thornton-le-Moors should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
2) the name of the parish should not be altered;
3) the parish should continue to have a parish council;
4) the number of seats on the parish council be reduced from seven to six;
5) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order 2013 be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1st April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in 2015; and
6) the area of the parish of Thornton-le-Moors be re-visited under the terms of reference for the future community governance review of the Ellesmere Port unparished area.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to provide more effective governance arrangements which are proportionate to the size of the local electorate. The Council believes that a more thorough consideration of the options relating to the future community governance of Thornton-le-Moors parish is needed, particularly in view of its proximity to the Ellesmere Port Unparished Area.
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Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Threapwood parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Threapwood.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Threapwood be redrawn to the east to transfer Topwood Farm and The Greaves from Oldcastle parish to Threapwood parish;
2) the parish of Threapwood should not be abolished;
3) the name of the parish of Threapwood should not be altered;
4) the parish should continue to have a parish council;
5) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council;
6) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
Cheshire West & Chester Council

- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Tilstone Fearnall and Tiverton parishes

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parishes of Tilstone Fearnall and Tiverton.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Tiverton be redrawn to the north to transfer Redhill Cottages, Birch Heath Farm (south) and Woodbine Cottages from Tiverton parish to Tarporley parish;
2) the boundary of the existing parish of Tiverton be redrawn to the north-east to transfer Tiresford, Tiresford Cottages, Tiresford Farm Cottage and Four Lane Ends Farm from Tiverton parish to Tarporley parish;
3) the boundary of the existing parish of Tilstone Fearnall be redrawn at Winterford Lane / Cheshire East boundary to transfer the property of Stages Platt Cottage from Tilstone Fearnall parish to Rushton parish;
4) the grouping of the existing parishes of Tiverton and Tilstone Fearnall under the single common council of Tiverton and Tilstone Fearnall be dissolved;
5) the parishes of Tiverton and Tilstone Fearnall be amalgamated to constitute a new single parish comprising the area of those parishes;
6) the new parish shall be known as Tiverton and Tilstone Fearnall;
7) in consequence of paragraph (5) above, the existing parishes of Tiverton and Tilstone Fearnall shall cease to exist;
8) a new local council for the area be created;
9) the local council for the area adopt the style of “parish”;
10) the new parish shall not be warded;
11) the parish council for the parish of Tiverton and Tilstone Fearnall consist of nine members; and
12) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in May 2015.
Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and accessibility to properties and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The decision will provide more effective and streamlined governance arrangements which are reflective of and more proportionate to the size of the local electorate.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Utkinton parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Utkinton.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Utkinton be redrawn to the north-west of the parish at Utkinton Lane / Tirley Lane to transfer the properties of Quarry Bank House, Grove House, Charlotte Rose House, Greenacres and Hillside Farm from Willington parish to Utkinton parish;

2) the boundary of the existing parish of Utkinton be redrawn to the north of the parish at Heaths Lane to transfer the land between Heaths Lane and the existing boundary from Delamere parish to Utkinton parish;

3) the boundary of the existing parish of Utkinton be redrawn to the north-east of the parish at Sadlers Lane / the A49 to transfer the properties of Foxhill Farm, Jubilee House, The Nook, Fox Edge and Foxbank Bungalow from Delamere parish to Utkinton parish;

4) the boundary of the existing parish of Utkinton be redrawn to the north-east of the parish at the A49 to transfer the properties of the Fox and Barrel Pub, Sicuani – Fox Bank, Fox Bank Cottage and 2 Fox Bank from Little Budworth parish to Utkinton parish;

5) the boundary of the existing parish of Utkinton be redrawn to the south of the parish at the A49 / Tarporley Road to transfer the properties of Eaton Hill House, Eaton Hill Cottage, Oaklands Cottage, Eaton Hill Farm, Portal Mews and the Golf Course from Utkinton parish to Tarporley parish;

6) the parish of Utkinton should not be abolished;

7) the name of the parish should be changed to Utkinton and Cotebrook;

8) the parish should continue to have a parish council;

9) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council; and

10) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015.
Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The change of name for the parish reflects the distinct communities within it. The current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance

Date of Publication: 28 November 2014

Alison Armstrong
Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Weaverham parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Weaverham.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Weaverham be redrawn to the north-west at the A49 / Sandy Lane to transfer the property of Kinsale from Acton Bridge parish to Weaverham parish;

2) the boundary of the existing parish of Weaverham be redrawn to the south at the railway line to transfer the properties of Moss Farm, 1 – 6 Moss Farm Barns, 1 – 4 Blue Cap Cottages, Blue Cap Stables and Speedwell Bungalow from Weaverham parish to Hartford parish;

3) the boundary of the existing parish of Weaverham be redrawn to the south-west at the railway line to transfer the properties of Lilac Cottage, Briar Cottage, 3 Bryn Cottages, 4 Bryn Cottages, Millington Lane Cottage, Bryn-croft Cottage, Tethers End Cottage, Bryn Bank Farm, Bryn Bank Cottage, Bryn Bank House, Rose Cottage Farm, Gorstage Nursery, White Cottage, Gorstage Hall Farm, The Cottage (Gorstage Hall Farm), Gorstage Hall Lodge, Gorstage Hall, Gorstage Hall Mews East, Gorstage Hall Mews West, Gorstage Cottage and Boundary House from Weaverham parish to Cuddington parish;

4) the boundary of the existing parish of Weaverham be redrawn to the west at Grange Brook to transfer the property of Grange Brook Farm from Weaverham parish to Acton Bridge parish;

5) the parish of Weaverham should not be abolished;

6) the name of the parish of Weaverham should not be altered;

7) the parish should continue to have a parish council;

8) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council; and

9) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015.
Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which better reflect the identities and interests of local residents and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance
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Senior Manager – Partnerships and Development
Cheshire West and Chester Council
HQ Building
58 Nicholas Street
Chester
CH1 2NP
Community Governance Review of Whitegate and Marton parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Whitegate and Marton.

The decision is that:

1) the parish of Whitegate and Marton should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
2) the name of the parish of Whitegate and Marton should not be altered;
3) the parish should continue to have a parish council;
4) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council; and
5) the community governance arrangements for Whitegate and Marton parish be revisited under a new community governance review at the earliest opportunity and in advance of the local elections scheduled to take place in 2019.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision as it believes that the current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough. However, the decision will allow re-consideration of the community governance arrangements for the parish in response to the views expressed by local electors in a neighbouring area.
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Community Governance Review of Whitley parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Whitley.

The decision is that:

1) the parish of Whitley should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
2) the name of the parish of Whitley should not be altered;
3) the parish should continue to have a parish council; and
4) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision as it believes that the current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough.
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Community Governance Review of Willington parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Willington.

The decision is that:

1) the boundary of the existing parish of Willington be redrawn to the west of the parish at Common Lane to transfer the properties of Willow Cottage, Iona, Pine Trees, New Cottage, The Gables, Rose Cottage, Manor Farm, 1 Lilac Close and 2 Lilac Close from Tarvin parish to Willington parish;

2) the boundary of the existing parish of Willington be redrawn to the north of the parish at Boothsdale / Birch Hill to transfer the properties on Boothsdale, Chapel Lane, Gooseberry Lane and Rough Low and Delamere Cottage, South View, Mead Cottage, 1 Forest Cottage, 2 Forest Cottage, 1 – 4 Oak Bank, Highcroft, Meadowbank, Holly Cottage, Avondale, Ferndown, Fernlea, Delsa, Willowdene, Ash Rise, Pebble Cottage, Pear Tree Cottage, Deva Forest Cottage and The Hob on Willington Road from Delamere parish to Willington parish;

3) the boundary of the existing parish of Willington be redrawn to the east of the parish at Utkinton Lane / Tirley Lane to transfer the properties of Quarry Bank House, Grove House, Charlotte Rose House, Greenacres and Hillside Farm from Willington parish to Utkinton parish;

4) the parish of Willington should not be abolished;

5) the name of the parish should not be altered;

6) a new local council for the area be created;

7) the local council for the area adopt the style of ‘parish’;

8) the new parish shall not be warded;

9) the parish council for the parish of Willington consist of five members;

and

10) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015 save for those recommendations relating to parish electoral arrangements which shall come into force on the ordinary day of election of councillors in May 2015.
Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to determine more appropriate parish boundaries which reflect the identities and interests of local residents and are more closely tied to visible and firm ground detail. The decision will provide more effective, convenient and representative governance for Willington residents and will improve community engagement, cohesion and local democracy.

Next steps

The outcomes of this review will come into effect from 1 April 2015 through a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order. This, together with a map showing the effects of the Order, will be available for inspection at the following locations as soon as practicable after making the Order:

- HQ Building, 58 Nicholas Street, Chester, CH1 2NP
- The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CH1 2HS
- Civic Offices, 4 Civic Way, Ellesmere Port, CH65 0BE
- Wyvern House, The Drumber, Winsford, CW7 1AH

Copies of the Order and maps will also be available on the Council’s website at:

http://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/communitygovernance
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Community Governance Review of Wimboldsley parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Wimboldsley.

The decision is that:

1) the parishes of Wimboldsley and Stanthorne be amalgamated to constitute a new single parish comprising the area of those parishes;
2) the new parish shall be known as Stanthorne and Wimboldsley;
3) in consequence of paragraph (1) above, the existing parishes of Stanthorne and Wimboldsley shall cease to exist;
4) no local council for the area be created;
5) the new parish shall not be warded
6) a Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council (Reorganisation of Community Governance) Order be prepared in accordance with the above recommendations and that the Order be effective from 1 April 2015.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision in order to provide enhanced opportunities for community engagement, involvement and empowerment through more effective and appropriate community governance arrangements for the local electorate and to improve community cohesion and local democracy.
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Community Governance Review of Wincham parish

Notice of Decision

Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007

Cheshire West and Chester Borough Council has decided to what extent it will give effect to the recommendations made in the Community Governance Review of the parish of Wincham.

The decision is that:

1) the parish of Wincham should not be abolished and that its area should not be altered;
2) the name of the parish of Wincham should not be altered;
3) the parish should continue to have a parish council;
4) no changes be made to the electoral arrangements that apply to the parish council; and
5) the community governance arrangements for Wincham parish be reviewed in advance of the local elections scheduled to take place in 2023 or on completion of the Wincham Urban Village, whichever is the sooner.

Reasons for the decision

The Council has made this decision as it believes that the current community governance arrangements are effective, based on the consultation responses received during the review process and comparison with similar governance arrangements across the borough. However, it acknowledges that the nature of Wincham parish may change significantly as a result of proposed housing development in the area. The decision will enable re-consideration of the community governance arrangements for Wincham parish at a future date in the light of this development.
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